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Abstract: Synthesis of mesoporous carbon using gelatin as source of carbon by hard template technique 

(endotemplating) and its characterizations had been investigated. The mesoporous silica (SBA-15) as a template 

was reacted with the gelatie in a H2SO4 solution. The template–polymer composite was then pyrolyzed under a 

nitrogen flow at 900 °C for 3 h to carbonize the polymer and finished by silica removal from the composite 

using NaOH solution at temperature of 70 °C  The properties of samples were characterized by N2 adsorption–

desorption isotherms, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier Transformation Infra Red Spectroscopy 

(FTIR), energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX) and Differential Thermal Analysis-Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

(DTA-DSC). The results showed that the ordered mesoporous carbon was obtained after dehydration, pyrolysis 

and silica removal process. The presence of nitrogen atoms in the gelatin as the precursors of carbon improved 

the thermal stability of the carbon. The mesoporous carbon sample have high content of carbon (85 wt.%) and 

thermal stabliity (up to 1400 °C), specific surface areas of 580 m
2
/g, total pore volumes of 0,5 cm

3
/g,  and pore 

diameter of 3,8 nm.  
Keywords: gelatin, mesoporous silica, endotemplating, thermal stability, pore diameter, mesoporous carbon 

 

I. Introduction 
The ordered mesoporous carbon have attracted special attention due to the unique character of 

properties such as porosity, chemical stability, heat resistance, electrical conductance and extensive applications 

of large molecules adsorption. Some carbon materials have been prepared by templating method using some 

organic compounds including polymers are employed as carbon precursors [1-3]. Polymers are a special group 

of compounds that possess promising and flexible features in this field. Their physical and chemical properties, 

for example, hydrophobic or hydrophilic character, thermal stability, and ability to form carbon, can be modified 

in a wide range, resulting in the formation of the most desirable product [4-6]. Many researcher have presented 

mesoporous carbons prepared by different types of precursor carbon [7-9]. There are also studies revealing the 

influence of carbon precursors on the chemical properties of the obtained porous carbons. 

Gelatin is one of the polymer which possess lots of amino (-NH2) functional groups can have a high 

affinity to strongly interact with silanol groups (Si-OH) on the silicate species via multiple hydrogen bonds [10-

11]. Gelatin is the potential of new precursor carbon due to the high carbon composition (up to 50 wt.%). The 

previous researcher used gelatin as precursor carbon and soft template by surfactant-templating method [12-13].  

However, the obtained carbon materials in this previous work had poor textural parameters and porous structure 

because of low stability of gelatin micelle due to the low acidity, moisture and temperature.  

Endotemplating strategy is one of the most popular techniques used for the preparation of mesoporous 

carbons [14-16]. This method was performed using mesoporous silica material as a hard template then 

impregnated with a carbon precursor material followed by pyrolysis, carbonization, and template removal. This 

method provided better thermal stability of the carbon. 

Based on the above consideration, the authors undertaken synthesis and characterization of mesoporous 

carbon using the endotemplating method. The mesoporous silica (SBA-15) was used as a template and gelatin 

extacted from cow bones was prepared as carbon precursor. The properties of the product were investigated by 

N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms (Brunauer–Emmett–Teller, BET technique), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX), 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry ( DSC). 

 

II. Experimental section 
2.1.  Gelatin extraction 

Gelatin extracted from Javanese cow bone. The pretreated  cow bones were mixed into acid then base 

water (at a ratio of 1/5, w/v)  for 1 h on two step then mixed  with distiled water (at a ratio of 1/3, w/v) and 

gelatin was extracted at 50 °C for 4 h using a Extracted gelatin was filtered using a Whatman 42 filter paper 

(Whatman, Maidenstone, England). Gelatin was then evaporated under vacuum at 50 °C using a Büchi 
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Rotavapor model R-210 (Büchi UK Ltd., Oldham, UK). The specimen dried on freeze dried (Labconco 

Corporation, Kansas City, MO, USA) followed  by grinded in 100 mesh.  

 

2.2. Preparation of mesoporous carbons 

Mesoporous carbon material was synthesized by using SBA-15 mesoporous material as a silica 

template (particle size 0,1 µm, pore diameter 7-8 nm, surface area 550 m
2
/g, pore volume 1,0 cm

3
/g) and  gelatin 

as the carbon source. In a typical synthesis of mesoporous carbon, 1 g of template (mesoporous silica material) 

was added to a solution obtained by dissolving 1 g of gelatin and 0.13 g of H2SO4 in 6 g of water, and keeping 

the mixture in an oven for 7 h at 110 °C. Subsequently, the oven temperature was raised to 150 °C for 7 h. In 

order to obtain fully polymerized and carbonized gelatin inside the pores of the silica template, 0,5 g of gelatin, 

0.11 g of H2SO4 and 5 g of water were again added to the pre-treated sample and the mixture was subjected to 

the thermal treatment described above. The template–polymer composites were then pyrolyzed in a nitrogen 

flow at 900 °C and kept under these conditions for 3 h to carbonize the polymer. The mesoporous carbon was 

recovered after dissolution of the silica framework in NaOH 2 M at temperature of 70°C, by filtration, washed 

several times with ethanol, and dried at 120 °C produced the mesoporous carbon of gelatin sample. A set of  

samples prepared at different step during the synthesis were labeled as  follows: Ge for gelatin, Ge-S1 for the 

gelatin-silica composite before pyrolysis, Ge-S2 for the gelatin-silica composite after pyrolysis and MCG  

represented  a mesoporous carbon of gelatin.    

 

2.3. Characterization 

Elemental analysis of sample was obtained on Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDAX) (Genesis). System of 

EDAX permits submicrometer elemental identification and compositional analysis. Samples of EDAX  were 

prepared by depositing particles from an alcohol suspension on carbon covered nickel grids. Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained on a Bruker FTIR spectrophotometer Shimadzu. Nitrogen adsorption and 

desorption isotherms were measured on a Quantachrome Autosorb 1 sorption analyzer. All samples were 

outgassed at 300 °C for 3 h prior to the nitrogen adsorption measurements. The specific surface area was 

calculated using the Brunauer–Emmett– Teller (BET) method. The pore size distributions were obtained from 

the adsorption branch of the nitrogen isotherms by Barrett–Joyner–Halenda method. Thermogravimetric (TGA) 

measurements were carried out using a Netzsch derivatograph STA 449 F1 Jupiter (Netzsch, Germany) in the 

range from 25 to 1400 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. The measurements were carried out in an open Al2O3 

crucible under a helium or a synthetic air atmosphere at a flow rate of 40 mL min
-1

. An empty, open crucible 

was used as a reference. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses were carried out on a Netzsch DSC 

204 calorimeter (Netzsch, Germany). Samples of about 6 mg weight were placed in an aluminum pan with a 

pierced lid, placed in a DSC oven, and heated from 25  to 1400 °C at a heating rate of 5°C/min. The 

measurements were conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere. An empty pan was used as a reference. The 

morphologies of all the synthesized samples were characterized by a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

instrument (Philips CM30) operating at 120 kV. Each sample was dispersed in absolute ethanol and a drop was 

placed on a Cu grid covered with perforated carbon film. 

 

III. Result And Discussion 
The results of elemental analyses of Ge, Ge-S1, Ge-S2 and MCG by EDAX Showed in Fig.1. The  

EDAX technique on this work can provide the effective atomic concentration of different substrates of 

investigated solids, for example, Ge which are present on their top surface layers  high content of carbon in as 

an organic sample suggests its hydrophobicity, whereas a high content of other elements (especially nitrogen, 

silica, or oxygen that are often derived from functional groups) is responsible for the hydrophilic character of 

gelatin (Table 1). The results elemental analyses of formation mechanisms of mesoporous carbon are presented 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Elemental contents (mass %) of samples 
Sampel C O N Si Others 

Ge 47.98 29.44 14.42 0.00 8,16 

Ge-S1 18.51 41.14 8.01 22.50 17,85 

Ge-S2 21.06 50.20 0.00 28.73 0.01 
MCG 85,84 14.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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The Ge-S1 prepared from gelatin and SBA-15 followed by dehydration step at 100-160 °C contain 

about 18,5% of carbon (Tabel 1). For this samples, the N and Si contents were high, owing to the fact that amine 

group interact with silika of SBA-15 by hydrogen bonding during infiltration process. Tabel 1 showed that Ge-

S1 sample contents consisted of C, N, Si, O and other elements indicated a relatively small amount of functional 

groups present on the surface and showed some interaction between gelatin and SBA-15 using amine group and 

silika species via hydrogen bonding interaction. This interaction held on infiltration process and disappears on 

pyrolisis process as show in Ge-S2 sample due to the high temperature process. The elemental composition on 

the Ge-S2 sample was significantly affected by the carbonization process.  The loss of N and increase of C 

content on the Ge-S2 sample showed that during carbonization process all nitrogen atom could be removed from 

the structure and converted gelatin molecule to the carbon. It revealed that the highest content of carbon (85,84 

%) was observed in the porous carbon samples. The MCG sample consisted only C and O element. This sample 

was carbonized at 900 °C then dissolution with NaOH produced pure carbon with oxygen on the surface due to 

the full conversion of gelatin molecule to carbon element. 

 

 
Fig. 2  FT-IR spectra of the: (A) Ge), (B) GE-S1, (C) SBA-15 and (D) MCG samples 

 

The differences in the surface functional groups were confirmed by FTIR analyses. The most intensive 

bands that were observed in Fig.2 were derived from surface functional groups containing oxygen. The spectral 

of gelatin showed the band of changes in collagen secondary structure to gelatin with amine bonds in gelatin 

structure of the amide A (3600-3200 cm
-1

), amide I (1636– 1661 cm
-1

), amide II (1549–1558 cm
-1

) and the 

amide III (1200–1300 cm
-1

) regions [17-18]. The spectral of the Ge-S1 sample showed the characteristic of Si–

O–Si stretching/bending absorbance at 461, 795, and 1080 cm
-1 

and the Si–OH stretching absorbance at 960 cm
-
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1
. The presence of 2922 and 2850 cm

-1 
absorbance peaks in the Ge-S1 sample corresponding to the stretching 

band of the –CH2 alkyl chain from the alkyl amine, indicated that gelatin was indeed introduced into the silica 

matrix as the precursor. The peaks at 1566 and 1398 cm
-1 

can be attributed to the C-O stretching band of amino 

acid and carboxylate, respectively which confirmed the presence of gelatin in the silica matrix.  

 

 
Fig. 3. FT-IR spectra of MCG sample at different wave number range 

 

A large extension of the band of porous carbon MCG not only indicated the presence of numerous 

hydrogen bonds but can also be caused by the water adsorbed on the surface of the composite  (3600-3100 cm
-1

) 

(Fig 3). The band in the range of 1300-1000 cm
-1 

was derived from the stretching vibrations of the C-O bonds 

presented in the following functional groups: anhydride (980-1300 cm
-1

), esteric (1310-1250 cm
-1

and 1150-1080 

cm
-1

), lactonic (1160-1370 cm
-1

), alcoholic (1280-1050 cm-1), phenolic (1220-1000 cm
-1

), and etheric (1300-1 

000 cm
-1

). The region of 2000-1500 cm
-1

 was characteristic for double-bond vibrations [11,12]. In this region, 

the vibrations of C=C (1680-1620 cm
-1

), aromatic rings (1600-1585 cm
-1

), C=O from carboxylic (1760-1665 

cm-1), carbonyl (1600-1590 cm-1), quinonic (1680-1550 cm-
1
), lactonic groups (1790-1675 cm

-1
), and 

anhydrides (1880-1740 cm-1) can be observed. Vibrations of the CH3 and CH2 groups are in the range of 3000-

2800 cm-1.The bands at 461, 795, 1080, and  2850  cm
-1 

 on the spectral of mesoporous carbon from gelatin 

MCG have disappeared, indicated that silica and  alkyl amine can be completely removed by the NaOH-ethanol 

extraction.  

 
Fig. 4. The TGA curves of the (A) Ge, (B) Ge-S1, (C) Ge-S2 and (D) MCG sample 

 

TG curves which characterized the thermal decomposition  of Ge, Ge-S1, Ge-S2 and MCG are 

presented in Fig. 4. Table 2 showed the mass loss obtained by termogravimetry of the samples. In the case of the 

gelatin the mass loss occured in three stages: the first  refered to the loss of structural water of the gelatin (20–

250 °C); the second refered to the thermal degradation of the polymeric chains of gelatin (250– 420 °C) , the 

third  (420–900 °C) refered to the first carbonization of polymeric materials, the fourth  (900-1400 °C), to the 

last carbonization step  of materials as the indicator of the thermal stability sample of material.  

 

Table 2.  Weight loss of gelatin, the composite of gelatin-SBA-15 and MCG 
Sample Weight % 

 20-250 °C 250-420 °C 420-900 °C 900-1400 °C 

Ge 17.3 55.7 15.5 0.0 
Ge-S1 41.1 17.2      1.7 40.0 

Ge-S2 4,7 30.1 15.1 50.1 

MCG 4.3 0.1 0.1 79.8 
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In the Ge-S1 sample, it was verified that two thermal degradation stage occured, one in the 25–190 °C 

range refers to loss of structural water of gelatin  and the other at 190-225 °C, attributed to the gelatin and SBA-

15 structural degradation. In the correlation to the pure material temperature shift was observed in both Ge-S1 

and Ge-S2 samples, suggested an interaction between gelatin and SBA-15 . the TGA results showed a possible 

interaction involving the amine group of gelatin (NH2-)and mesoporous silica SBA-15 groups (Si-O-Si or Si-

OH) and/or a hydrogen-bonding type as described by Hsu [19-20]. This interaction increases the thermal 

stability of the composite structures, gelatin and SBA-15. The weight of gelatin at 1160-1200 °C is zero refered 

to the low thermal stability, the other side, at the same temperature the Ge-S1 and Ge-S2 still have weight about 

40 and 60 % respectively. This result indicated that interaction between the amine group of gelatin (-NH2
-
)and 

mesoporous silica SBA-15 groups increased stability of the composite structure in high temperature. The MCG 

sample still have weight about 78% at high temperature (1200-1400 °C) refered to the high thermal stability of 

material. Among all of the samples, mesoporous carbon of gelatin MCG was the sample which have highest 

thermal stability due to the regular pore of carbon, large shape and size pore and original performa of pore 

mesocarbon from gelatin.  

 

 
Fig.5 DSC curves of the (A) Ge, (B) Ge-S1, (C) Ge-S2 and MCG  samples under N2 atmosphere  

 

The DSC curve for all samples (Fig. 5) showed characteristic endothermic transitions of structural 

changes of the material related to the energy during process. It was found from DSC curve that triple helix of 

gelatin structural was changed due to the protein denaturation at 20-190 °C. Gelatin need highest energy during 

conversion process to be the elemen of carbon. It was found that the energy consumption of the Ge-S1 was 

higher than that of Ge-S2. This phenomena  due to  a lot of functional group of the composite (amine, carboxyl, 

alkyl). The DSC curve showed that mesoporous carbon have smallest endothermic characteristic than other 

sample due to the high stability of material.  

 

Table 3. Transisition temperature and heat flow of sample obtained from DSC 
Sample Heat Flow (mW/g) 

 190 °C 400-1000 °C 1000-1400°C 

Ge        -200 -25     -355 

Ge-S1 0     0 << -350 

Ge-S2 0 -160       -90 
MCG 0 -50        +50 

   

 

Table 3 showed transition temperatures of sample structure obtained from DSC data. It was not 

possible to observe the transition for gelatin-SBA-15 due to the low intensity of the signal. Considering that 

three transition structural have been showed in the DSC curve of gelatin sample, it can be verified that a lot of 

functional group in the gelatin molecule (carboxylic, amine, alkyl) was changed to alkaline due to temperature 

increase.  The integrity of the triple helix structure was preserved in gelatin sample, since denatured gelatin did 

not present any thermal transition in the temperature intervals studied [21-23]. The SBA-15 addition reduced 

transition temperature of the composite. This reduction occurred may be due to an influence of silica species of 

SBA-15 in the electrostatic interactions inside the gelatin structure. The regular pore carbon of MCG sample 

was changed at small energy due to the high thermal stability of material.  
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Fig. 6  Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of the MCG sample  

 

The isotherm and pore size distribution (PSD) of MCG sample showed a porous structure with surface 

area 580 m
2
/g, narrow PSD at pore diameter 3,7 nm was observed (Fig 6 and 7). As the relative pressure 

increases (p/p0 > 0.35), the isotherms for MCG exhibit a sharp step characteristic of capillary condensation of 

nitrogen within uniform mesopores, where the p/po position of the inflection point is correlated to the diameter 

of the mesopore [24-26]. The large specific surface area could be attributed to the surface homogenity of 

mesoporous material because of the filling of gelatin molecules in the pore channels.  

 

 
Fig. 7. BJH adsorption pore size distribution of mesoporous carbons from gelatin (MCG) 

 

 
A               B 

Fig. 8 TEM images of mesoporous carbon (MCG) (A) Channel direction (B) Perpendicular direction 

 

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to examine the morphology , the structural order 

and the microscopic feature of the materials mesoporous carbon from gelatin. Mesoporous carbon prepared from 

gelatin (MCG) showed mesoporous channels with an ordered mesoporous structure with linear array of 

mesopores, originating from the mesoporous silica framework that would convert into the mesopores of the 

resultant carbon after the NaOH treatment (Fig.8) The above results were consistent with the results and the 

conclusion derived from the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of those samples.  
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IV. Conclusions 

Mesoporous carbon gelatin (MCG) have been synthesis by endotemplating methode using mesoporous 

silica SBA-15 as a template and gelatin as a carbon source. The MCG sample have mesoporous  and physical 

properties such specific surface areas 580 m
2
/g, total pore volumes 0,5 cm

3
/g,  pore diameter 3,8, content of 

carbon about 85% and thermal stability up to 1400°C. The mechanism of synthesis, pore structure and the 

textural parameters of the mesoporous carbon materials have been systematically investigated. Mesoporous 

silica addition results in interactions involving the amine groups of gelatin and silanol groups of SBA-15 by  a 

hydrogen-bonding type detectable by FT-IR, DSC and TG/DTA. This interaction increase thermal stability of 

composite of both structures.  
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